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Painting a tabby cat
A Step by Step Guide

to painting animals with
variegated fur

by Alison Stafford 



INTRODUCTION

It is important when painting a portrait of an animal or human, that you get a good 
likeness. This can be through achieving minute detail and a realistic approach with 

tiny brushes. However, my approach is to give a pet owner, not just a portrait, but a 
‘painting’ that stands in it’s own right as something that is pleasing to the eye, 

reflects the personality of their pet, and acts as a conversation starter. 

Every painting that you do, whether you like it or not, is an expression of you.
The way you use your brush, the brush you choose, the colours that you select, the 
marks you make. Each choice that you make as you produce an artwork, is to some 

extent a reflection of your personality and a product of how you are wired.
My technique will encourage a looser approach and how to use acrylics to your 

advantage. I will show you how to inject your pet portraits with personality and life 
using lively painterly brush work! 

My name is Alison Stafford and I have been painting for over 12 years after a 20 
year career as a fashion designer.

I was a finalist on BBC1’s ‘The Big Painting Challenge’and the previous
Chairperson of the Associaton of Animal Artists. I am also a member of the ‘Society 

of Equestrian Artists’ and the ‘Fine Art Trade Guild’. I rebranded my pet portrait 
business in March 2020 and have painted 120 almost animals in the last 10 months.

I hope you will find this Step by Step guide useful, but a word of caution - this is 
how I paint. There is no right or wrong way, only best practice! All artists, 

whatever your level of experience, are learning all the time. I welcome your 
feedback and if you have any techniques that serve you well that you would like to 

share please feel free to get in touch!

Alison
x
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SET UP

My set up suits me, but depending on your circumstances you may find you have a 
better arrangement.
I stand while I paint so have a large standing easel near to my north facing window 
in my studio (ex dining room in the house).  
I will be using cotton stretched canvas primed with gesso.
Acrylics have a tendency to dry quickly so I use a ‘Stay Wet Palette’ but you can use 
a tray lined with dampened kitchen paper with a sheet of non stick baking paper 
and if you leave your painting to take a break just put a sheet of cling film over it to 
stop it drying out. A quick spray with a cheap garderners spray bottle full of water 
will keep it damp if you find it drying as you paint.

PALETTE
I always use the same 5 colours. It helps to provide harmony throughout the 
painting and also gives me a familiarity with what colours I can use to mix the right 
hues and tones.
Occassionally I will add a few wild cards if the painting requires it but I will decide 
that upon merit.

For this painting I will be using
Golden Heavy Bodied Acrylics:-

Titanium White
Burnt Umber
Ultramarine Blue
Yellow Ochre
Magenta

SUBSTRATE
This portrait is going to be 20x20cm but if you are painting on a larger canvas I 
recommend using larger brushes (and more paint!)
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STUDY THE SUBJECT
Before starting to paint take a good look at the subject. I usually make quick 
thumbnail sketches in my sketchbook to make sure I get the subject in the most 
effective composition. Always follow the ‘rule of thirds’ and ensure that at least one 
eye sits on a horizontal and vertical line a third of the way across/up the canvas. This 
will lead the viewer to the eyes.

BRUSHES
I use quite large brushes to start my paintings and only go in with a detail brush 
towards the end. This ensure that you put down the essential information with 
minimum but purposeful brushstroks at the outset and gives the painting energy.

For this painting I am using the following brushes:-

BASE COLOUR
I always put down a colour that compliments the subject. In the case of a tabby cat 
which uses lots of neutral colours I have picked out the colour of her eyes - pale 
green. 
Colour Mix:- Dollop of Titanium White, Smidge of Yellow Ochre, Smidge of Ultra-
marine - mix until you have matched the colour of the eyes. 
Paint the canvas including the sides and wiat for it to dry (about 10 minutes).

GRID THE CANVAS
For a 20x20cm canvas I use increments of 5cm between each guideline. Using a 
light pencil divide the canvas in two vertically and horrizontally, then divide each 
subsequent square in two.
I print the photo reference off onto A4 paper and as this is a 20x20 canvas I can 
print the photo at a 1:1 to scale! I then slip the photo into a plastic wallet (the sort 
used in a ringbinder) and grid that using marker pen.You should now have the 
photo with grid guides and a canvas gridded up awaiting a sketch!
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SKETCH THE KEY FEATURES

Using you pencil as a measuring tool mark key features with the pencil - the nega-
tive space aroud the subject, the position of the eyes,nose, mouth, ears.
When you are happy you have enough information down to start (but not too much 
so that you paint by numbers!) you are ready to start!

PAINT THE SILHOETTE
Painting an animal with variegated fur colouring is tricky and requires a layering 
technique. With acrylics I start with the darkest darks, and to capture the colour of 
the ‘underfur’ I am using a mix of Burnt Umber and Ultramarine Blue.
Taking a 3/4 inch (2 cm) flat bright hog hair (or synethic equivalent) and a double 
cream consistency of the dark brown block in the silhoette of the cat using lively 
brushstrokes - don’t worry if you go over the edges - we can tidy this up at the end!

BLOCK IN THE LIGHTEST LIGHTS
Don’t wait for the paint to dry! Taking Titanium White on a 1” flat bright brush start 
to ‘tickle’ in the white areas. Start with the mid tones as the white will lighten the 
base colour as it mixes in with it. I started with the inner ears, under the chin and 
the tonal stripes in the markings. If you scrub with the brush you will remove the 
base colour, but gently tickling the brush wil enable you to make a mark with 
removing the preceeding one!
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WARM TONES
Next identify where the light is hitting the subject (in this case the right as you look 
at the reference) and pick out a warm mid tone using Yellow Ochre, a teeny smidge 
of Magenta and Titanium White. Use the tip of a 1” flat bright brush to make the 
marks  

 

IDENTIFY THE SHADOWS
In the photo reference for the cat there is a shadow under the chin which is a 
beautiful blue/purple shade. Using Ultramarine toned down with a touch of Burnt 
Umber and a tiny bit of Magenta take some colour onto a 1” flat bright and remove 
some of it onto some kitchen roll. Then working the brush in the direction of the fur 
make marks from under the chin towards the bottom of the fur in one movment. 
Add more Burnt Umber to the dark blue to make a dark brown (shifting the ratio of 
blue to brown) and using the tip of the same brush and the same directional strokes 
mark in the dark stripes to the side of the face. Swapping to a size 6 round brush 
outline the eyes, around the nose and mouth. Tip - for the mouth make sure you 
use directional strokes for the bottom ‘lip’ so it doesn’t look like a ‘hard’ line...you 
are just painting shadows in the fur.
There is also a shadow under the top eyelid but we will glaze this in at the end.
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SCRUBBY FLAT 1cm

The white patch of fur under the chin around the muzzle is a mix of Titanium white 
with a touch of the Ultramarine/Burnt Umber mix with the emphasis on White.
When you have painted this in and it is dry add the highlights.
You will find them on the left an right side of the nose and the inside edge of the 
right ear.

VARIEGATING THE ‘TABBY’ FUR
Using the white, mix it in with what paint is left on your palette from the ‘shadow 
mix’ and take a ‘scrubby brush’*
My *scrubby brush is an old acrylic brush that is splayed at the tips, and the bristles 
are quite stiff.
It is an old Flat Bright 1cm long handle brush.

Dipping the tips of the brush into the paint mix, and using the brush at 90 degree 
angle to the canvas lightly ‘scratch’ the highlighted hair in the direction of the fur. 
Continue using this method colour matching the fur.
In this particular cat the shades I have identified are 
Burnt Umber + Ultramarine Blue
Burnt Umber + Yellow Ochre
Yellow Ochre + Titanium White
Yellow Ochre + Magenta* + Titanium White

*Warning - Magenta is a colour to be used extremely sparingly as it is so powerful 
and can easily skew a colour you are trying to mix. If you add too much scrape the 
paint off the palette and put it to one side, start again and just add a time amount 
of the colour that went wrong to add the pinky hue.
The areas where this can be found on the inside of the bridge of the nose, inside 
the ear, to the neck where the light hits it and on the dark side of the bridge of the 
nose.
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DEFINE THE DETAILS
When you have built up the fur and have a satisfactory ‘soft’ fur look you can 
concentrate on the details. Let’s start with the eyes!
Taking a mix of Ultramarine and Burnt Umber to make ‘black’ and the round No.6 
brush carefully look at the shape of the eye and paint it in using as few brushstrokes 
as possible. Then the pupils.
If you are not sure about this part then pencil the shapes in first.
You can also paint in the black outline to the top of the nose and the nostrils
Whilst you have the ‘black’ shade mixed you can go in and tidy up any areas around 
the mouth, top of head and the ear.

We will now make the eyes appear glassy by mixing a green to match the one we 
first mixed for the background but just add a little more Ultramarine.
Paint this shade where the iris is in shadow and blend it into the ground shade of 
green.
Mix the Bluey green with a little Titanium white and add that to the part of the iris 
that is highlighted.
When that is dry add the white highlights!
REMEMBER to make sure that the shape of the white highlight needs to follow the 
contour of the ‘ball’ that is the eye. It is not a flat object, but round. 
So your highlights need to be curved!

When the eye has dried, mix a ‘watercolour’ consitency using Ultramarine and paint 
a 1mm line under the top eyelid to make a shadow on the eyeball...using a clean 
dry brush, gently blend the edge of the shadow so it makes a soft edge onto the 
eyeball.
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TITIVATE ALL DETAILS

If your initial blocking in is still visible on the background mix the green shade again 
ensuring you have enough to cover the canvas and redefine / cut in the edges of 
the cat using brushstrokes that go from the outside of the canvas into the cat so 
that the edges of the cat look like the fur (i.e. not a smooth edge)

WHISKERS
Make a watery mix of Titamium white and take your Rigger brush. Roll it in the 
paint to cover brush.
Put the brush to the starting point of the whisker and drag it in the direction that 
the whisker ends.
Make sure your whiskers dont look like Top Cats! i.e. three straight whiskers! 
Observe where they are on the photo reference.
Leia - the cat in the reference photo I am using has magnificent whiskers!! 

If your whiskers look too ‘bold, take a sheet of kitchen roll and blot it.
You can add highlights to parts of the whiskers should you wish afterwards.
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If you have any questions through your process please email me at
enquiries@pawsomepaintings.co.uk  stating your name and your query and I will 

endeavour to help.

Remember whatever your results, every painting is another lesson learnt :)

You can watch a timelapse video of this painting on my Youtube channel at Alison 
Stafford, Pawsome Paintings or copy and paste this in your browser.

https://youtu.be/WwmNU30xHsI

Or members of the Harrogate and Nidderdale Art Society’s Youtube Page
for a demo in real time

Please do not use photo reference without the express 
permission  of Jane Weilding©
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